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lady isabella scanton scandalized london by leaving her husband notorious artist lord mac mackenzie after only three turbulent years of marriage but mac has a few tricks to get the lady back in his life and more importantly back into his bed read a deleted scene from lady isabella s scandalous marriage david fleming hart mackenzie s right hand man seeks refuge with his vicar friend in shropshire only to find that the vicar s beautiful niece sophie is seeking refuge as well tongues are wagging all over london about sophie and she finds that the only gentleman sympathetic to her plight is the reprobate david david and sophie match wits as they help her uncle dig up the countryside searching for a villa from roman britain and david decides to use his conniving ways to fix all sophie s problems it s the least he can do for the woman who has woken him out of the stupor in which he s been living celebrate the holidays with new york times bestselling author jennifer ashley s mackenzie clan in two heartwarming novellas includes a never before published mackenzie christmas novella when the mackenzie family gathers in scotland to celebrate the holidays the love and joy of the christmas spirit captures everyone s hearts and a reader favorite a mackenzie clan gathering the mackenzie clan has gathered for hart s birthday at the sprawling family estate in scotland but before the festivities can start the house is robbed and thieves make off with an untold fortune in rare art ian mackenzie and his brothers must do what they can to retrieve the family treasure but ian is distracted by a family friend who claims he might have the power to cure ian of his madness forever all the mackenzies must draw together as courage love and a tantalizing mystery serve to strengthen their bond and redefine the meaning of family welcome to the mackenzies mcbrides series the mackenzie chronicles is a guide put together by jennifer ashley to the books in the world of the mackenzies in this guide you ll find character sketches of the main couples in each book a brief synopsis of each story an excerpt for that book and jennifer s notes and thoughts about the story and the characters challenges she faced as well as what she enjoyed most the chronicles includes a family tree a series timeline and reading order plus publication order and a guide on how to find the books it all begins with the madness of lord ian celebrate the holidays with new york times bestselling author jennifer ashley s mackenzie clan in a never before published mackenzie christmas novella join the mackenzies for a warmhearted yuletide celebration the mackenzie christmas gathering gets off to an interesting start when mac mackenzie swears he spies a ghost in the attics the younger mackenzies aided by the duchess of kilmorgan eagerly begin a ghost hunt with unexpected results ian mackenzie who knows there are no ghosts pursues a problem of his own obtaining the perfect hogmanay gift for beth but there are obstacles to his quest plus rivals for the priceless object who might get to it first second sight and seduction daniel mackenzie lives up to the reputation of the scandalous mackenzie family he has wealth looks and talent and women love him when he meets violet bastien one of the most famous spiritual mediums in england he immediately knows two things that miss bastien is a fraud and that he s wildly attracted to her violet knows she can t really contact the other side but she s excellent at reading people she discerns quickly that daniel is intelligent and dangerous to her reputation but she also finds him generous handsome and outrageously wicked but spectres from violet s past threaten to destroy her and she flees england adopting yet another identity daniel is determined to find the elusive violet and pursue the passion he feels for her and though violet knows that her scandalous past will keep her from proper marriage her attraction to daniel is irresistible it s not until daniel is the only one she can turn to that he proves he believes in something more than cold facts he believes in love the author of the stolen mackenzie bride returns to the tumultuous and passionate world of the mackenzie clan as a family celebration is shaken by an unexpected danger the mackenzie clan has gathered for hart s birthday at the sprawling family estate in scotland but before the festivities can start the house is robbed and thieves make off with an untold fortune in rare art ian mackenzie and his brothers must do what they can to retrieve the family treasure but ian is distracted by a family friend who claims he might have the power to cure ian of his madness forever all the mackenzies must draw together as courage love and a tantalizing mystery serve to strengthen their bond and redefine the meaning of family includes a bonus excerpt of the stolen mackenzie bride praise for the mackenzies series i adore this novel it s heartrending funny honest and true new york times bestselling author eloisa james i love the mackenzies every one of them new york times bestselling author sarah maclean skillfully nuanced characterization and an abundance of steamy sensuality chicago tribune the new york times bestselling author of chapter 22 accounting changes and error analysis multiple choice
governess returns with an engrossing tale that promises to delight lovers of Outlander
1745 Scotland the youngest son of the scandalous Mackenzie family Malcolm is considered
too wild to tame until he meets a woman who is too unattainable to resist Lady Mary
Lennox is English her father highly loyal to the king and promised to another
Englishman but despite it being forbidden to speak to Malcolm Lady Mary is fascinated by
the scotsman and stolen moments together lead to a passion greater than she d ever
dreamed of finding when fighting breaks out between the highlanders and the king s army
their plans to elope are thwarted and it will take all of Malcolm s daring as a
Scottish warrior to survive the battle and steal a wife out from under the noses of the
English the illegitimate daughter of a decadent lord the lovely Caroline Dutton has
worked hard to become a successful London dressmaker and is content to answer to no man
that is until a devastatingly handsome duke walks into her shop with the most
outrageous demand the new Duke of Ryland cursed his fate and his philandering great
uncle to collect his inheritance he must turn the old Duke s three by blow offspring
into proper ladies and marry them off two are mere children but Caroline Dutton is all
woman a headstrong beauty he can t help wanting to seduce now ensconced in Ryland s
country estate Caroline is being called a lady and readied for the marriage mart during
the next London season her dowry is large her past overlooked and her prospects bright
except she is breathlessly madly drawn to the one man who is sweeping her toward
scandal and the sweet satisfaction her heart demands in Victorian era London amateur
Sleuth and cook Kat Holloway must solve a murder to claim an inheritance she didn t
know she had in a riveting new historical mystery from the New York Times bestselling
author of Death at the Crystal Palace a stranger who appears on Kat s doorstep turns
out to be one Charlotte Bristow legal wife of Joe Bristow the man Kat once believed
herself married to who she thought died at sea twelve years ago Kat is jolted by
Charlotte s claims that not only was Joe murdered but he had amassed a small fortune
before he died Charlotte makes the cook an offer she cannot refuse if Kat can discover
the identity of Joe s murderer Charlotte will give her a share of the fortune Joe left
behind with the help of Daniel Macadam her attractive and charismatic confidante Kat
plunges into her own past to investigate when it becomes apparent that the case of Joe
s death goes far deeper than simple opportunistic theft Kat and Daniel s relationship
is put to the test and Kat herself comes under scrutiny as her connection to Joe is
uncovered she must race to catch the real killer before she loses her job and possibly
her life Intrepid cook Kat Holloway puts aside her apron to delve into Victorian London s
high society and catch a killer in this thrilling new mystery from the New York Times
bestselling author of murder in the East End while attending an exhibition at the
Crystal Palace young cook Kat Holloway is approached by a woman in distress Lady
Covington is a wealthy widow convinced that her entire family is trying to kill her Kat
feels compelled to help so she escorts the lady home to determine whether she is
delusional or in true danger when it quickly becomes apparent that the threat is all
too real Kat promises aid her charming confidant Daniel Macadam is busy infiltrating a
plot against the crown and she worries he will not have time to lend his sleuthing
expertise this might be for the best as Kat fears her growing emotional entanglement
with Daniel can only lead to disaster but soon Kat faces a more serious threat when her
involvement in both investigations plunges her into peril a woman of breeding meets a
man of no standing to redeem her family s disgraced name Lady Louisa Scranton has
decided to acquire a proper husband he needs to be a man of fortune and highly
respectable in order to restore both her family s lost wealth and reputation she enters
the marriage mart with all flags flying determined to find the right bachelor but
Louisa s hopes are dashed when the Bishop of Hargate drops dead at her feet and she is
shockingly accused of murder soon Louisa s so called friends begin shunning her because
the company of a suspected killer is never desirable in polite society the problem
comes to the ears of Detective Inspector Lloyd Fellows by blow of the decadent Scottish
Mackenzie family and an inspector for Scotland Yard he has shared two passionate
women with Lady Louisa and vows to clear her name for not only does he know she s innocent he
recognizes he s falling for the lovely lady fellows is Louisa s only hope of restoring her family s honor and it is he alone who intrigues Louisa in a way that may be even
more scandalous than murder includes a preview of the upcoming novel the wicked deeds
of Daniel Mackenzie cozy up with six regency and Victorian stories from six beloved
bestselling authors Jennifer Ashley Kerrigan Byrne Darcy Burke Christi Caldwell Tanya
Anne Crosby and Erica Ridley a rogue meets a scandalous lady by Jennifer Ashley David
Fleming Hart Mackenzie s right hand man seeks refuge with his vicar friend in
Shropshire only to find that the vicar s beautiful niece Sophie is seeking refuge as
well tongues are wagging all over London about Sophie and she finds that the only
gentleman sympathetic to her plight is the reprobate David David and Sophie match wits as
they help her uncle dig up the countryside searching for a villa from Roman Britain and
David decides to use his conniving ways to fix all Sophie s problems the rigid Duke
by Darcy Burke as a refinement tutor Mrs Juno Langton helps young ladies develop the
skills and confidence to secure an advantageous marriage her cheerfulness and mask
the...
were not what they seemed and when the authorities accuse Mr. Li of the crime Kat
and acting as intermediary for merchants and government officials but Sir Jacob's dealings
news that Lady Cynthia's next door neighbor has been murdered known about London as an
no more of her unusual visitor until two days later when the kitchen erupts with the
presents young cook Kat Holloway with a rare and precious gift a box of tea Kat thinks
of Victorian London in return for a random act of kindness scholar Li Bai Chang
international intrigue where murder and stolen treasure lurk among the upper echelons
above stairs Kat Holloway steps out from beneath the stairs and into
her heart Book 10 in the Mackenzies series from the New York Times bestselling author
Josette Ever can fathom and the most dangerous thing of all is that he's already stolen
unpredictable man with warm hands that bring her to life Will has more secrets than
real reason she's avoided him is because he's Will Mackenzie the golden-eyed
man and wife to ferret out information and the venture did not end well Will is
akin to trusting the devil himself they've worked together in the past pretending to be
the most cunning devious and clever man she knows but trusting Will with her secrets is
help finding a stash of gold believed lost in the highlands she turns to Will Mackenzie
music and building dollhouses and dollhouse miniatures Scotland 1747 when Josette needs
spends most of her time in the wonderful world of her stories and also enjoys hiking
romance and urban fantasy she now lives in the southwest with her husband and cats
penned more than fifty-five novels and twenty novellas in historical romance paranormal
writers of America Rita Award also writes as Allyson James and Ashley Gardner she's
Jennifer Ashley New York Times and USA Today bestselling author and winner of a romance
prize for the Mackenzie series skillfully nuanced characterization and an abundance of
steaminess sensuality Chicago Tribune heartrending funny honest and true I want to marry
the hero Eloisa James New York Times bestselling author a sexy passion filled romance
that will keep you reading until dawn Julianne Maclean usa Today bestselling author
Jennifer Ashley New York Times and USA Today bestselling author and winner of a romance
writers of America Rita Award also writes as Allyson James and Ashley Gardner she's
penned more than fifty-five novels and twenty novels in historical romance paranormal
romance and urban fantasy she now lives in the southwest with her husband and cats
spends most of her time in the wonderful world of her stories and also enjoys hiking
music and building dollhouses and dollhouse miniatures Scotland 1747 when Josette needs
help finding a stash of gold believed lost in the highlands she turns to Will Mackenzie
the most cunning devious and clever man she knows but trusting will with her secrets is
akin to trusting the devil himself they've worked together in the past pretending to be
man and wife to ferret out information and the venture did not end well will is
dangerous and so is his life and danger is not what Josette needs but she knows the
real reason she's avoided him is because he's Will Mackenzie the golden-eyed
unpredictable man with warm hands that bring her to life will has more secrets than
Josette ever can fathom and the most dangerous thing of all is that he's already stolen
her heart book 10 in the Mackenzies series from the New York Times bestselling author
of scandal above stairs Kat Holloway steps out from beneath the stairs and into
international intrigue where murder and stolen treasure lurk among the upper echelons
of Victorian London in return for a random act of kindness scholar Li Bai Chang
presents young cook Kat Holloway with a rare and precious gift a box of tea Kat thinks
no more of her unusual visitor until two days later when the kitchen erupts with the
news that lady Cynthia's next door neighbor has been murdered known about London as an
old China hand the victim claimed to be an expert in the language and customs of China
acting as intermediary for merchants and government officials but Sir Jacob's dealings
were not what they seemed and when the authorities accuse Mr. Li of Chapter 22 Accounting
changes and error analysis multiple choice
daniel find themselves embroiled in a world of deadly secrets that reach from the gilded homes of mayfair to the beautiful wonder of kew gardens when grandfather macdonald predicts lady jane will marry the this year s first footer the first guest into the house on hogmanay she dismisses the notion her childhood sweetheart is fighting on the peninsula and she can t imagine marrying anyone but the staid major barnett but when the clock strikes midnight and hogmanay begins a knock at the front door changes jane s life forever the new york times bestselling author of guardian s mate returns to the world of the shifters and a tale of a new love under fire a man is only as strong red wolf shifter dimitri has fought his whole life for respect it is claimed that red wolves are tainted with coyote blood and therefore not pure he may not be skilled at verbally defending himself but he s a bodyguard tracker and champion of the fight clubs his fists are always ready for some rough and tumble however he d prefer a roll in the hay with the woman who is his oldest friend as the woman who s got his back a spirited leopard shifter and a fellow tracker jaycee bordeaux has no problem forging a mate bond with dimitri but soon the two are called to infiltrate a rogue group bent on enslaving shifters jaycee may have defended dimitri from taunts before but they now face a more lethal danger one that threatens not only the future of their people but also their love the new york times bestselling author of white tiger returns as primal desire draws two lone shifters into each other s arms she wasn t ready to lead chosen as the guardian of her montana shiftertown wolf shifter rae lyall is facing opposition for no woman has ever been selected for this powerful position still adjusting to the new authority thrust upon her rae travels to train with zander moncrieff a shifter healer tasked with teaching her about her new role and its responsibilities he wasn t ready to love a polar bear shifter zander wears no collar and follows no rules but his own rae finds him arrogant and demanding yet compelling and intriguing zander has no wish to mate but the sassy guardian is drawing him out of his shell stirring feelings long suppressed and when a new threat looms over rae s home she and zander must race to the rescue forced closer to danger and to each other sonia broadbent is astonished to discover that the suitor she believed was the dullest man in creation turns out to be a prince in hiding dominik laszlo townsend who took the surname of his foster family has been incognito in england for years hiding his true identity from his enemies the only light in his life is visiting sonia where he absorbs her beauty while pretending to be the very tedious mr townsend a shocking kiss opens sonia s eyes to the vibrant man beneath the facade but is there anywhere safe in the world where she can fall in love with prince dominik victorian class lines are crossed when cook kat holloway is drawn into a murder that reaches all the way to the throne highly sought after young cook kat holloway takes a position in a mayfair mansion and soon finds herself immersed in the odd household of lord rankin kat is unbothered by the family s eccentricities as long as they stay away from her kitchen but trouble finds its way below stairs when her young irish assistant is murdered kat turns to the ever capable daniel find themselves embroiled in a world of deadly secrets that reach from the gilded homes of mayfair to the beautiful wonder of kew gardens when grandfather macdonald predicts lady jane will marry the this year s first footer the first guest into the house on hogmanay she dismisses the notion her childhood sweetheart is fighting on the peninsula and she can t imagine marrying anyone but the staid major barnett but when the clock strikes midnight and hogmanay begins a knock at the front door changes jane s life forever the new york times bestselling author of guardian s mate returns to the world of the shifters and a tale of a new love under fire a man is only as strong red wolf shifter dimitri has fought his whole life for respect it is claimed that red wolves are tainted with coyote blood and therefore not pure he may not be skilled at verbally defending himself but he s a bodyguard tracker and champion of the fight clubs his fists are always ready for some rough and tumble however he d prefer a roll in the hay with the woman who is his oldest friend as the woman who s got his back a spirited leopard shifter and a fellow tracker jaycee bordeaux has no problem forging a mate bond with dimitri but soon the two are called to infiltrate a rogue group bent on enslaving shifters jaycee may have defended dimitri from taunts before but they now face a more lethal danger one that threatens not only the future of their people but also their love the new york times bestselling author of white tiger returns as primal desire draws two lone shifters into each other s arms she wasn t ready to lead chosen as the guardian of her montana shiftertown wolf shifter rae lyall is facing opposition for no woman has ever been selected for this powerful position still adjusting to the new authority thrust upon her rae travels to train with zander moncrieff a shifter healer tasked with teaching her about her new role and its responsibilities he wasn t ready to love a polar bear shifter zander wears no collar and follows no rules but his own rae finds him arrogant and demanding yet compelling and intriguing zander has no wish to mate but the sassy guardian is drawing him out of his shell stirring feelings long suppressed and when a new threat looms over rae s home she and zander must race to the rescue forced closer to danger and to each other sonia broadbent is astonished to discover that the suitor she believed was the dullest man in creation turns out to be a prince in hiding dominik laszlo townsend who took the surname of his foster family has been incognito in england for years hiding his true identity from his enemies the only light in his life is visiting sonia where he absorbs her beauty while pretending to be the very tedious mr townsend a shocking kiss opens sonia s eyes to the vibrant man beneath the facade but is there anywhere safe in the world where she can fall in love with prince dominik victorian class lines are crossed when cook kat holloway is drawn into a murder that reaches all the way to the throne highly sought after young cook kat holloway takes a position in a mayfair mansion and soon finds herself immersed in the odd household of lord rankin kat is unbothered by the family s eccentricities as long as they stay away from her kitchen but trouble finds its way below stairs when her young irish assistant is murdered kat turns to the ever capable daniel mcadam who is certainly much more than the charming delivery man he pretends to be along with the assistance of lord rankin s unconventional sister in law and a mathematical genius kat and daniel discover that the household murder was the barest tip of a plot ripe with danger and treason one that s a threat to queen victoria herself with her patented page singeing sensuality booklist new york times bestselling author jennifer ashley returns to the primal and passionate world of her shifters unbound series as a woman is lured into the shadows of a dangerous manhunt for twenty years kendrick a white tiger shifter has been the guardian of un collared shifters who spend their lives living in secret and in fear of being shunted into shiftertowns when kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has Kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has Kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has Kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has Kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has Kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has Kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has Kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has
what passion is though she recognizes that tyler s a playboy she sees something else in him a pain he s kept hidden from all even his close knit family jessica doesn t believe she ll ever have anything with tyler but when she needs help she risks all by seeking him in a little texas town called riverbend book 4 in the riding hard series p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px cambria p2 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px cambria min height 14 0px span s1 font 12 0px times new roman ross campbell always had a thing for callie jones when they were growing up but she was one of the jones girls from the richest family in the county far above him untouchable now ross deputy for a corrupt county sheriff finds callie stranded in the pouring rain on the side of the road on her wedding day ross gallantly gives her a ride but when the wedding is a disaster ross is the rock that keeps callie standing her high school crush has grown up to be a gorgeous hard bodied man as considerate and charming as he is attractive callie has always been warned to stay away from the campbells the wild cowboys nice girls like her shouldn t want to want but can they keep things casual when something far deeper is pulling at them encouraging both ross and callie to surrender book 5 of riding hard drew paresky runs smack into a large cowboy at the hardware store where she s buying supplies in her desperate attempt to restore the most derelict b b in the world to her surprise the cowboy ray malory apologizes to her and helps her haul the stuff home drew isn t from riverbend at least she s never been there even if her grandfather owned the b b he left her in his will if she doesn t fix up the place and turn it around within the year she ll lose not only the land but the money her grandfather left her ray s help is a godsend but drew s not sure whether her growing attraction to him is wise she ll fix up the b b inherit her money and return to chicago where her life is drew can t afford to set down in roots in riverbend texas and she certainly can t afford to lose her heart can she note much of the action of this book happens in tandem with riding hard kyle book 6 however ray s book can be read as a standalone a pirate s return from the grave honoria ardmore has a secret four years ago the notorious pirate christopher raine arrested for stealing a ship full of gold bound for napoleon makes one last request of honoria she grants it and christopher is taken out to be hanged or was he honoria couldn t possibly have seen him come back to life in the rather thick air of covent garden could she christopher is long dead and gone honoria s secret with him and now she s betrothed to a respectable english gentleman captain raine wants it all back his sentence having been commuted at the last minute christopher spent the last four years working for his freedom as he crisscrossed the world he s lost everything his ship his crew his very identity and now he s determined to retrieve it all ship friends the treasure he was forced to abandon most of all christopher wants honoria ardmore his wife and he ll stop at nothing to get her back join the crews of the starcross the argonaut and the majesty for more regency pirate fun and adventure england 1811 diana worthing is the wife of an english naval hero daughter of a naval hero she s had quite enough of heroes thank you so when james ardmore southern gentleman pirate hunter and thorn in the side of the british navy abducts her from a tedious house party and spirits her off to his ship she lets him know what she thinks of heroes james interrogates her about the tiny island of haven her father owns where diana and her father and deaf daughter retreat to escape the world diana resists knowing that captain ardmore is an enemy of the english but when ardmore pins her to the wall of his cabin and asks her to sail away with him sparks fly and the temptation is great but though diana is an unhappily married woman she has a daughter who needs her and she refuses james knows the island of haven holds the secret to the pirate he s been hunting for years he can t bend the beautiful lady worthiing to his will though james is intrigued by this woman of unquenchable fire he lets her go learning nothing but he s pleased to find himself stranded on haven the following year diana worthiing now a widow and the sparks between them just as hot anna lawler never knows quite how to talk to kyle malory bull rider with warm green eyes she s not like the beautiful women who throw themselves at kyle she s a vet far more comfortable with animals than people but when he s hurt in the ring anna starts to discover the real kyle behind the macho cowboy when kyle challenges her to a wager anna can t resist taking the bet even if the price is a night out with him doing whatever he chooses book 6 of riding hard scotland 1820 when zarabeth of nvengaria is in danger her cousin prince damien knows there s no safer place he can send her than to his old friend egan macdonald and his castle in the remote scottish highlands egan has loved zarabeth since the day she kissed him in her father s house five years ago his young friend having blossomed into a beautiful woman since then zarabeth has married but she recently discovered that her husband was a treacherous plotter ready to overthrow her cousin damien and take over nvengaria she slips away at great risk to herself and informs damien who sends her to scotland in the company of a half logosh called valentin to protect her out of reach of her cruel and vengeful husband egan finds zarabeth a rigid shell of a woman he undertakes to strip away the layers she s been forced to wear to expose the true spirited beautiful zarabeth he d known at the same time zarabeth is determined to show egan how much she cares for him has always cared for him he ll never allow anything to come between them when kyle challenges her to a wager anna can t resist taking the bet even if the price is a night out with him doing whatever he chooses book 6 of riding hard scotland 1820 when zarabeth of nvengaria is in danger her cousin prince damien knows there s no safer place he can send her than to his old friend egan macdonald and his castle in the remote scottish highlands egan has loved zarabeth since the day she kissed him in her father s house five years ago his young friend having blossomed into a beautiful woman since then zarabeth has married but she recently discovered that her husband was a treacherous plotter ready to overthrow her cousin damien and take over nvengaria she slips away at great risk to herself and informs damien who sends her to scotland in the company of a half logosh called valentin to protect her out of reach of her cruel and vengeful husband egan finds zarabeth a rigid shell of a woman he undertakes to strip away the layers she s been forced to wear to expose the true spirited beautiful zarabeth he d known at the same time zarabeth is determined to show egan how much she cares for him has always cared for him he ll never allow anything to come between them
to her Sinclair asks the lively beauty to be their governess never guessing that the
dangerous situation and returning them to their father impressed with how they listen
intrigued by the handsome highlander Bertie winds up saving his children from a
Bertie Frasier enters Sinclair's life by stealing his watch and then stealing a kiss
ladies fleeing in tears there is however one woman in town who can hold her own
Roberta

different matter little Caitlin and Andrew go through a governess a week sending the
face the most sinister criminals in London but the widower's two unruly children are a
Tamsin will have to break all her own rules and believe Angus will keep
something more Tamsin will have to break all her own rules and believe Angus will keep
a companionship she never expected and as the fragile link between them turns to
the shop Kat must use all of her wits to see that the thieves are caught and justice is
done together but unbound they must learn what it means to love completely in the
latest novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Wild Wolf to cement the
leadership of his North Carolina shifter town Bowman O'Donnell agreed to a mating of
convenience two powerful wolf shifters he and Kenzie keep the pack in order and are
adored by all Bowman would do anything to protect Kenzie for in each other s arms they
ve found far more than friendship but as strong as their attachment is they still haven't formed the elusive mate bond the almost magical joining of true mates now with a
monster ravaging the countryside and threatening the shifter town community some in the
pack fear that a pair without a true mate bond isn't strong enough to lead Bowman and
Kenzie will have to rely on their instinctive trust in one another to save their
shifters and the ensuing battle will either destroy them or give them the chance to
seize the love they ve always craved primal desire sets the New York Times bestselling
shiers unbound series Ablaze as two fierce shifters discover how enticing love can be with the thrill of the chase you can t outrun a hunter like Angus Murray the last thing black wolf shifter Angus Murray wants is to go chasing down some fugitive shifter woman for shifter bureau but when a bureau agent threatens Angus s son Angus will do anything it takes to track down the elusive shifter and protect his cub you outfox him for twenty years Tasmin Calloway has been on the run relying on her street smarts and easy charm to sweet talk her way out of trouble she knows she should put as much distance as possible between herself and the hot bodied Angus but she also longs to let down her guard to experience a true connection with another person yet with tenuous trust comes a companionship she never expected and as the fragile link between them turns to
something more Tasmin will have to break all her own rules and believe Angus will keep
her secrets and her heart safe to kiss a thief Scottish barrister Sinclair Mcbride can
magical fascinates her she herself has a magical gift inherited from her nvengarian
mother she can read thoughts which was how she learned of her husband s treachery but
there is one person she s never been able to read egan Macdonald the mad highlander the
man she d give her heart to and her entire life if he wished it London 1820 Miss Meagan
Tavistock doesn t believe the talisman her friend purchases from a so called witch is
true a love spell that is until the love spell backfires catching her in it with the
handsome ruthless Duke Alexander ambassador to England from the far off kingdom of
Nvengaria the last thing Alexander needs is to be swept into a wild love spelled
frenzy with an innocent miss he has problems of his own memory losses strange and
terrible dreams and a shape shifting logosh called Myn following him around Alexander is honorable enough to ensure Meagan is not ruined by their love spell induced
counter he thinks to marry her conquer his seeming madness and carry on with his task of
intimidating king George of England for the good of his beloved Nvengaria what he
doesn t figure into the equation is Meagan a very determined and lovely young woman who
seeps into his every thought Meagan is resolved to have a real marriage and a real
family and to see that Alexander does too she will ensure Alexander will take up his
duties as her husband and father to his nine year old son even if she has to resort to
to some very Nvengarian intrigue to accomplish it Alexander admires her resilience but the secret he harbors about himself and his past is sure to endanger her and his son two people he swears to protect and love even at the cost of his own happiness and quite probably his life welcome back to Nvengaria a land of intense beauty and wild magic.
where shape shifters are real and fairy tales might just come true from the New York
Times bestselling author of death below stairs a mystery of stolen antiquities has Kat
Holloway setting aside her apron once again for the intrigues of the upper echelons of
Victorian London priceless artwork has gone missing from the home of a wealthy baronet
and his wife stands to take the blame when Kat s employer asks for help in clearing her
friend s name Kat trades her kitchen for the homes of Mayfair s wealthiest families
and collectors but from the illustrious British museum as the thefts increase in frequency Kat calls upon her friend Daniel Mcadam who has already set himself up in a
pawnshop on the Strand as a seedy receiver of stolen goods when a man is murdered in
the shop Kat must use all of her wits to see that the thieves are caught and justice is
done together but unbound they must learn what it means to love completely in the
latest novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Wild Wolf to cement the
leadership of his North Carolina shifter town Bowman O'Donnell agreed to a mating of
convenience two powerful wolf shifters he and Kenzie keep the pack in order and are
adored by all Bowman would do anything to protect Kenzie for in each other's arms they've found far more than friendship but as strong as their attachment is they still haven't formed the elusive mate bond the almost magical joining of true mates now with a monster ravaging the countryside and threatening the shifter town community some in the pack fear that a pair without a true mate bond isn't strong enough to lead Bowman and Kenzie will have to rely on their instinctive trust in one another to save their shifters and the ensuing battle will either destroy them or give them the chance to seize the love they've always craved primal desire sets the New York Times bestselling shifters unbound series Ablaze as two fierce shifters discover how enticing love can be with the thrill of the chase you can't outrun a hunter like Angus Murray the last thing black wolf shifter Angus Murray wants is to go chasing down some fugitive shifter woman for shifter bureau but when a bureau agent threatens Angus's son Angus will do anything it takes to track down the elusive shifter and protect his cub you outfox him for twenty years Tasmin Calloway has been on the run relying on her street smarts and easy charm to sweet talk her way out of trouble she knows she should put as much distance as possible between herself and the hot bodied Angus but she also longs to let down her guard to experience a true connection with another person yet with tenuous trust comes a companionship she never expected and as the fragile link between them turns to something more Tasmin will have to break all her own rules and believe Angus will keep her secrets and her heart safe to kiss a thief Scottish barrister Sinclair Mcbride can face the most sinister criminals in London but the widower's two unruly children are a different matter little Caitlin and Andrew go through a governess a week sending the ladies fleeing in tears there is however one woman in town who can hold her own Roberta Bertie Frasier enters Sinclair's life by stealing his watch and then stealing a kiss by the handsome highlander Bertie winds up saving his children from a dangerous situation and returning them to their father impressed with how they listen to her Sinclair asks the lively beauty to be their governess never guessing that the
unconventional lady will teach him a lesson or two in love new york times bestselling author jennifer ashley continues her shifters unbound series with the tale of a hot hunk of a bear shifter on the hunt for a mate cormac has been moving from one shiftertown to the next in search of a mate now he s in southern nevada where a beautiful unmated bear shifter greets him with a shotgun in her hands nell is a hot tempered mother of two cubs and she doesn t take kindly to new shifters showing up in town without her consent even one with a sexy smile and brilliant blue eyes but when her sons are endangered and she desperately needs help protecting them cormac proves he s worthy of her trust as well as her desire includes previews for jennifer ashley s upcoming wild wolf and rules for a proper governess praise for the shifters unbound series a must buy series for paranormal romance lovers fiction vixen ashley s shifter world is exciting sexy and magical yasmine galenorn new york times bestselling author perfect mate previously appeared in unbound jennifer ashley new york times and usa today bestselling author and winner of a romance writers of america rita award also writes as national bestselling and award winning author allyson james she lives in the southwest with her husband and cats and spends most of her time in the wonderful worlds of her stories trapped in her hotel by powerful magic half navajo stormwalker janet begay must find a way out in this novella from the author of wild wolf running a little hotel in the southwestern town of magellan janet is used to the occasional problem that requires a plumber or an electrician but what begins with a leaky faucet in room number 6 leads to a terrifying warning you are doomed soon a powerful hex traps janet in the hotel with her friends and her lover mick a biker with the power to shift into a dragon and the power to calm the raging storm magic inside her while the close quarters stir a passion between them they must focus their energy on the impending dangers from outside the hotel and the ones within double hexed previously appeared in hexed includes previews for jennifer ashley s upcoming wild wolf and rules for a proper governess praise for the stormwalker novels action packed dynamic characters magic and intrigue cheyenne mccray new york times bestselling author an electrifying read hot thrilling tremendous fun marjorie m lliu new york times bestselling author the life and death tension and steamy sex scenes are nicely drawn and fans of both paranormal romance and urban fantasy will enjoy james s intoxicating blend of the two publishers weekly jennifer ashley aka allyson james is a new york times and usa today bestselling author and winner of a romance writers of america rita award she s penned more than forty five novels and a dozen or so novellas in historical romance paranormal romance and urban fantasy she now lives in the southwest with her husband and cats spends most of her time in the wonderful world of her stories and also enjoys hiking music and building dollhouses and dollhouse miniatures from the author of lone wolf comes a paranormal romance about two lovers torn between ecstasy and savagery jace warden is sent to the shifertown in austin to find a way to free all shifters from their collars but pulling off the collars can cause shifters to go mad or kill them outright in austin jace meets deni rowe a wolf shifter with troubles of her own she was deliberately run down in the road and while her body has healed she still has episodes of total memory loss during which she retreats into her pure animal self jace has never met anyone like deni courageous and beautiful she volunteers to help him test the collar removal and as deni and jace work together they feel the mate bond begin but can jace help deni believe she can heal enough to be anyone s true mate this sixteen chapter novella includes a preview of the upcoming shifters unbound novel wild wolf in the latest shifters unbound novel a man has resigned himself to a life half lived but a beautiful courageous woman has him longing for something more graham mcneill knows that his pack is unruly but he s not sure he can take the next step toward shifertown stability choosing a new mate after losing his mate and son long ago graham has worked hard to keep his heart in check and even if he was inclined to bind himself again his girlfriend misty is human a fact that won t sit well with graham s old fashioned wolves but graham is up against a new enemy one who could spell danger and death to all of shifertown graham must now defend his leadership and save misty the woman he has grown to love before shifertown is pulled into an all out war
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Lady Isabella's Scandalous Marriage 2010-07-06

Lady Isabella Scantolon scandalized London by leaving her husband notorious artist Lord Mac Mackenzie after only three turbulent years of marriage but Mac has a few tricks to get the lady back in his life and more importantly back into his bed read a deleted scene from Lady Isabella's Scandalous Marriage

A Rogue Meets a Scandalous Lady 2019-07-09

David Fleming Hart Mackenzie's right hand man seeks refuge with his vicar friend in Shropshire only to find that the vicar's beautiful niece Sophie is seeking refuge as well tongues are wagging all over London about Sophie and she finds that the only gentleman sympathetic to her plight is the reprobate David and Sophie match wits as they help her uncle dig up the countryside searching for a villa from Roman Britain and David decides to use his conniving ways to fix all Sophie's problems it's the least he can do for the woman who has woken him out of the stupor in which he's been living

A Mackenzie Clan Christmas 2019-10-29

Celebrate the holidays with New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley's Mackenzie Clan in two heartwarming novellas includes a never before published Mackenzie Christmas novella when the Mackenzie family gathers in Scotland to celebrate the holidays the love and joy of the Christmas spirit captures everyone's hearts and a reader favorite a Mackenzie Clan gathering the Mackenzie clan has gathered for Hart's birthday at the sprawling family estate in Scotland but before the festivities can start the house is robbed and thieves make off with an untold fortune in rare art Ian Mackenzie and his brothers must do what they can to retrieve the family treasure but Ian is distracted by a family friend who claims he might have the power to cure Ian of his madness forever all the Mackenzies must draw together as courage love and a tantalizing mystery serve to strengthen their bond and redefine the meaning of family

The Mackenzie Chronicles 2018-05-29

Welcome to the Mackenzies McBrides series the Mackenzie Chronicles is a guide put together by Jennifer Ashley to the books in the world of the Mackenzies in this guide you'll find character sketches of the main couples in each book a brief synopsis of each story an excerpt for that book and Jennifer's notes and thoughts about the story and the characters challenges she faced as well as what she enjoyed most the chronicles includes a family tree a series timeline and reading order plus publication order and a guide on how to find the books it all begins with the Madness of Lord Ian

A Mackenzie Yuletide 2019-10-29

Celebrate the holidays with New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley's Mackenzie Clan in a never before published Mackenzie Christmas novella join the Mackenzies for a warmhearted Yuletide celebration the Mackenzie Christmas gathering gets off to an interesting start when Mac Mackenzie swears he spies a ghost in the attics the younger Mackenzies aided by the Duchess of Kilmorgan eagerly begin a ghost hunt with unexpected results Ian Mackenzie who knows there are no ghosts pursues a problem of his own obtaining the perfect Hogmanay gift for Beth but there are obstacles to his quest plus rivals for the priceless object who might get to it first

The Wicked Deeds of Daniel Mackenzie 2013-10-01

Second sight and seduction Daniel Mackenzie lives up to the reputation of the scandalous Mackenzie family he has wealth looks and talent and women love him when he meets Violet Bastien one of the most famous spiritual mediums in England he immediately knows two things that Miss Bastien is a fraud and that he's wildly attracted to her Violet knows she can't really contact the other side but she's excellent at reading people she discerns quickly that Daniel is intelligent and dangerous to her reputation but she also finds him generous handsome and outrageously wicked but spectres from Violet's past threaten to destroy her and she flees England adopting yet another identity Daniel is determined to find the elusive Violet and pursue the passion he feels for her and though Violet knows that her scandalous past will keep her from proper marriage her attraction to Daniel is irresistible it's not until Daniel is the only one she can turn to that he proves he believes in something more than cold facts he believes in love
A Mackenzie Clan Gathering 2015-11-17

the author of the stolen mackenzie bride returns to the tumultuous and passionate world of the mackenzie clan as a family celebration is shaken by an unexpected danger the mackenzie clan has gathered for hart s birthday at the sprawling family estate in scotland but before the festivities can start the house is robbed and thieves make off with an untold fortune in rare art ian mackenzie and his brothers must do what they can to retrieve the family treasure but ian is distracted by a family friend who claims he might have the power to cure ian of his madness forever all the mackenzies must draw together as courage love and a tantalizing mystery serve to strengthen their bond and redefine the meaning of family includes a bonus excerpt of the stolen mackenzie bride praise for the mackenzies series i adore this novel it s heartrending funny honest and true new york times bestselling author eloisa james i love the mackenzies every one of them new york times bestselling author sarah maclean skillfully nuanced characterization and an abundance of steamy sensuality chicago tribune

The Stolen Mackenzie Bride 2015-09-29

the new york times bestselling author of rules for a proper governess returns with an engrossing tale that promises to delight lovers of outlander 1745 scotland the youngest son of the scandalous mackenzie family malcolm is considered too wild to tame until he meets a woman who is too unattainable to resist lady mary lennox is english her father highly loyal to the king and promised to another englishman but despite it being forbidden to speak to malcolm lady mary is fascinated by the scotsman and stolen moments together lead to a passion greater than she d ever dreamed of finding when fighting breaks out between the highlanders and the king s army their plans to elope are thwarted and it will take all of malcolm s daring as a scottish warrior to survive the battle and steal a wife out from under the noses of the english

Her Scandalous Marriage 2007-04-01

the illegitimate daughter of a decadent lord the lovely caroline dutton has worked hard to become a successful london dressmaker and is content to answer to no man that is until a devastingly handsome duke walks into her shop with the most outrageous demand the new duke of ryland cursed his fate and his philandering great uncle to collect his inheritance he must turn the old duke s three by blow offspring into proper ladies and marry them off two are mere children but caroline dutton is all woman a headstrong beauty he can t help wanting to seduce now ensconced in ryland s country estate caroline is being called a lady and readied for the marriage mart during the next london season her dowry is large her past overlooked and her prospects bright except she is breathlessly madly drawn to the one man who is sweeping her toward scandal and the sweet satisfaction her heart demands

The Secret of Bow Lane 2022-08-02

in victorian era london amateur sleuth and cook kat holloway must solve a murder to claim an inheritance she didn t know she had in a riveting new historical mystery from the new york times bestselling author of death at the crystal palace a stranger who appears on kat s doorstep turns out to be one charlotte bristow legal wife of joe bristow the man kat once believed herself married to who she thought died at sea twelve years ago kat is jolted by charlotte s claims that not only was joe murdered but he had amassed a small fortune before he died charlotte makes the cook an offer she cannot refuse if kat can discover the identity of joe s murderer charlotte will give her a share of the fortune joe left behind with the help of daniel mcadam her attractive and charismatic confidante kat plunges into her own past to investigate when it becomes apparent that the case of joe s death goes far deeper than simple opportunistic theft kat and daniel s relationship is put to the test and kat herself comes under scrutiny as her connection to joe is uncovered she must race to catch the real killer before she loses her job and possibly her life

Death at the Crystal Palace 2021-07-06

intrepid cook kat holloway puts aside her apron to delve into victorian london s high society and catch a killer in this thrilling new mystery from the new york times bestselling author of murder in the east end while attending an exhibition at the crystal palace young cook kat holloway is approached by a woman in distress lady covington is a wealthy widow convinced that her entire family is trying to kill her kat
feels compelled to help so she escorts the lady home to discover whether she is
delusional or in true danger when it quickly becomes apparent that the threat is all
too real kat promises aid her charming confidant daniel mcadam is busy infiltrating a
plot against the crown and she worries he will not have time to lend his sleuthing
expertise this might be for the best as kat fears her growing emotional entanglement
with daniel can only lead to disaster but soon kat faces a more serious threat when her
involvement in both investigations plunges her into peril

The Untamed Mackenzie 2013-09-10

a woman of breeding meets a man of no standing to redeem her family s disgraced name
lady louisa scranton has decided to acquire a proper husband he needs to be a man of
fortune and highly respectable in order to restore both her family s lost wealth and
reputation she enters the marriage mart with all flags flying determined to find the
right bachelor but louisa s hopes are dashed when the bishop of hargate drops dead at
her feet and she is shockingly accused of murder soon louisa s so called friends begin
shunning her because the company of a suspected killer is never desirable in polite
society the problem comes to the ears of detective inspector lloyd fellows by blow of
the decadent scottish mackenzie family and an inspector for scotland yard he has shared
two passionate kisses with lady louisa and vows to clear her name for not only does he
know she s innocent he recognizes he s falling for the lovely lady fellows is louisa s
only hope of restoring her family s honor and it is he alone who intrigues louisa in a
way that may be even more scandalous than murder includes a preview of the upcoming
novel the wicked deeds of daniel mackenzie

Dukes for Dessert 2023-10-10

cozy up with six regency and victorian stories from six beloved bestselling authors
jennifer ashley kerrigan byrne darcy burke christi caldwell tanya anne crosby and erica
ridley a rogue meets a scandalous lady by jennifer ashley david fleming hart mackenzie s
right hand man seeks refuge with his vicar friend in shropshire only to find that the
vicar s beautiful niece sophie is seeking refuge as well tongues are wagging all over
london about sophie and she finds that the only gentleman sympathetic to her plight is
the reprobate david david and sophie match wits as they help her uncle dig up the
countryside searching for a villa from roman britain and david decides to use his
conniving ways to fix all sophie s problems the rigid duke by darcy burke as a
refinement tutor mrs juno langton helps young ladies develop the skills and confidence
to secure an advantageous marriage her cheerful disposition never wavers no matter how
challenging her assignment when a house party provides an opportunity to match her
difficult charge with a duke juno will go to any lengths to satisfy her employer and
ensure the young lady s future too bad the duke is an unsmiling rigid grouch albeit an
irritatingly handsome one the earl on the train by kerrigan byrne sebastian moncrieff is a
villain a traitor and a pirate who has recently inherited an earldom he never
wanted as a man who s committed every sin imaginable he knows his only chance at
redemption is the one woman who ever reached through to his soul of ice he s kidnapped
veronica latimer once before and was enchanted by everything about her this time when
he takes her he ll have to admit that she s kept his heart captive since the moment
they met but can he convince her to forgive his past in order to claim a future only
for his lady by christi caldwell damian renshaw the duke of devlin is feared by all all
they met but can he convince her to forgive his past in order to claim a future only
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Scandal and the Duchess 2014-09-16

A woman's reputation scandal follows rose barclay young widow of the duke of southdown wherever she goes it's never her fault honor bright but newspapers love to write about the simple girl from scotland and the much older duke who died suddenly on their honeymoon and now there is even more talk as the legitimacy of the marriage is being contested by the duke's son and heir steven mcbride is a decorated soldier and a notorious gambler and womanizer the last thing he wants is marriage but due to a series of unfortunate events he and rose's names are linked in the papers threatening the lovely lady with ruin to save the day steven suggests they claim to be engaged but as desire boils between them rose and steven soon learn the difficulties of maintaining their deception which might not be a lie after all includes a preview for rules for a proper governess praise for the mackenzie series skillfully nuanced characterization and an abundance of steamy sensuality chicago tribune heartrending funny honest and true i want to marry the hero eloisa james new york times bestselling author a sexy passion filled romance that will keep you reading until dawn julianne maclean usa today bestselling author jennifer ashley new york times and usa today bestselling author and winner of a romance writers of america rita award also writes as allyson james and ashley gardner she's penned more than fifty five novels and twenty novellas in historical romance paranormal romance and urban fantasy she now lives in the southwest with her husband and cats spends most of her time in the wonderful world of her stories and also enjoys hiking music and building dollhouses and dollhouse miniatures

The Devilish Lord Will 2019-01-15

Scotland 1747 when josette needs help finding a stash of gold believed lost in the highlands she turns to will mackenzie the most cunning devious and clever man she knows but trusting will with her secrets is akin to trusting the devil himself they've worked together in the past pretending to be man and wife to ferret out information and the venture did not end well will is dangerous and so is life and danger is not what josette needs but she knows the real reason she avoided him is because he's will mackenzie the golden eyed unpredictable man with warm hands that bring her to life will has more secrets than josette ever can fathom and the most dangerous thing of all is that he's already stolen her heart book 10 in the mackenzies series

Death in Kew Gardens 2019-06-04

From the new york times bestselling author of scandal above stairs kat holloway steps out from beneath the stairs and into international intrigue where murder and stolen treasure lurk among the upper echelons of victorian london in return for a random act of kindness scholar li bai chang presents young cook kat holloway with a rare and precious gift a box of tea kat thinks no more of her unusual visitor until two days later when the kitchen erupts with the news that lady cynthia's next door neighbor has been murdered known about london as an old china hand the victim claimed to be an expert in the language and customs of china acting as intermediary for merchants and government officials but sir jacob's dealings were not what they seemed and when the authorities accuse mr li of the crime kat and daniel find themselves embroiled in a world of deadly secrets that reach from the gilded homes of mayfair to the beautiful wonder of kew gardens

A First-Footer for Lady Jane 2019-11-12

When grandfather macdonald predicts lady jane will marry the this year's first footer the first guest into the house on hogmanay she dismisses the notion her childhood sweetheart is fighting on the peninsula and she can't imagine marrying anyone but the staid major barnett but when the clock strikes midnight and hogmanay begins a knock at the front door changes jane's life forever

Red Wolf 2017-05-02

The new york times bestselling author of guardian's mate returns to the world of the shifters and a tale of a new love under fire a man is only as strong red wolf shifter dimitri has fought his whole life for respect it is claimed that red wolves are tainted with coyote blood and therefore not pure he may not be skilled at verbally defending himself but because he's a bodyguard tracker and champion of the fight clubs his fists are always ready for some rough and tumble however he'd prefer a rollicking game of cards with a friend instead of risking his life in the ring
the woman who is his oldest friend as the woman who s got his back a spirited leopard
shifter and a fellow tracker jaycee bordeaux has no problem forging a mate bond with
dimitri but soon the two are called to infiltrate a rogue group bent on enslaving
shifters jaycee may have defended dimitri from taunts before but they now face a more
lethal danger one that threatens not only the future of their people but also their
love

Guardian's Mate 2016-09-06

the new york times bestselling author of white tiger returns as primal desire draws two
lone shifters into each other s arms she wasn t ready to lead chosen as the guardian of
her montana shiftertown wolf shifter rae lyall is facing opposition for no woman has
ever been selected for this powerful position still adjusting to the new authority
thrust upon her rae travels to train with zander moncrieff a shifter healer tasked with
Teaching her about her new role and its responsibilities he wasn t ready to love a
polar bear shifter zander wears no collar and follows no rules but his own rae finds
him arrogant and demanding yet compelling and intriguing zander has no wish to mate but
the sassy guardian is drawing him out of his shell stirring feelings long suppressed
and when a new threat looms over rae s home she and zander must race to the rescue
forced closer to danger and to each other

Along Came a Prince 2022-02-15

sonia broadbent is astonished to discover that the suitor she believed was the dullest
man in creation turns out to be a prince in hiding dominik laszlo townsend who took the
surname of his foster family has been incognito in england for years hiding his true
identity from his enemies the only light in his life is visiting sonia where he absorbs
her beauty while pretending to be the very tedious mr townsend a shocking kiss opens
sonia s eyes to the vibrant man beneath the facade but is there anywhere safe in the
world where she can fall in love with prince dominik

Death Below Stairs 2018-01-02

victorian class lines are crossed when cook kat holloway is drawn into a murder that
reaches all the way to the throne highly sought after young cook kat holloway takes a
position in a mayfair mansion and soon finds herself immersed in the odd household of
lord rankin kat is unbothered by the family s eccentricities as long as they stay away
from her kitchen but trouble finds its way below stairs when her young irish assistant
is murdered intent on discovering who killed the helpless kitchen maid kat turns to the
ever capable daniel mcadam who is certainly much more than the charming delivery man he
pretends to be along with the assistance of lord rankin s unconventional sister in law
and a mathematical genius kat and daniel discover that the household murder was the
barest tip of a plot rife with danger and treason one that s a threat to queen victoria
herself

White Tiger 2016-04-05

with her patented page singeing sensuality booklist new york times bestselling author
Jennifer ashley returns to the primal and passionate world of her shifters unbound
series as a woman is lured into the shadows of a dangerous manhunt for twenty years
kendrick a white tiger shifter has been the guardian of un collared shifters who spend
their lives living in secret and in fear of being shunted into shiftertowns when
kendrick s group is discovered and forced to flee kendrick is more desperate than ever
to protect them in a diner in the middle of nowhere lonely waitress addison price has
seen a lot of unusual drifters come and go but none has ever captivated and intimidated
her like the imposing fugitive who wields a broadsword with incredible skill but when
he risks all to protect her addison s fear turns to empathy and empathy to desire as
she learns more about her savior soon she s more than willing to help the crushingly
sensual white tiger and his cubs in a passionate bid for freedom whatever the cost

The Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie 2011-08-02

a woman is drawn to a dangerously intriguing man in this unique historical romance from
new york times bestselling author jennifer ashley it was whispered all through london
society that ian mackenzie was mad that he d spent his youth in an asylum and was not
to be trusted especially with a lady for the reputation of any woman caught in his
presence was instantly ruined yet beth found herself inexorably drawn to the scottish
lord whose hint of a brogue wrapped around her like silk and whose
into a world of ecstasy despite his decadence and his intimidating intelligence she could see that he needed help her help because suddenly the only thing that made sense to her was the madness of lord ian mackenzie

**Tyler 2017-04-19**

tyler campbell is rescued from having his butt handed to him by jessica a courageous biker bartender with gorgeous ink jess is a single mom her life taken up by raising a son and keeping away from her ex tyler is the first man who s truly looked at her in a long long time the first to make her remember what passion is though she recognizes that tyler s a playboy she sees something else in him a pain he s kept hidden from all even his close knit family jessica doesn t believe she ll ever have anything with tyler but when she needs help she risks all by seeking him in a little texas town called riverbend book 4 in the riding hard series

**Ross 2018-08-21**

ross campbell always had a thing for callie jones when they were growing up but she was one of the jones girls from the richest family in the county far above him untouchable now ross deputy for a corrupt county sheriff finds callie stranded in the pouring rain on the side of the road on her wedding day ross gallantly gives her a ride but when the wedding is a disaster ross is the rock that keeps callie standing her high school crush has grown up to be a gorgeous hard bodied man as considerate and charming as he is attractive callie has always been warned to stay away from the campbells the wild cowboys nice girls like her shouldn t want to want but can they keep things casual when something far deeper is pulling at them encouraging both ross and callie to surrender book 5 of riding hard

**Ray 2019-08-06**

drew paresky runs smack into a large cowboy at the hardware store where she s buying supplies in her desperate attempt to restore the most derelict b b in the world to her surprise the cowboy ray malory apologizes to her and helps her haul the stuff home drew isn t from riverbend at least she s never been there even if her grandfather owned the b b he left her in his will if she doesn t fix up the place and turn it around within the year she ll lose not only the land but the money her grandfather left her ray s help is a godsend but drew s not sure whether her growing attraction to him is wise she ll fix up the b b inherit her money and return to chicago where her life is drew can t afford to set down in roots in riverbend texas and she certainly can t afford to lose her heart can she note much of the action of this book happens in tandem with riding hard kyle book 6 however ray s book can be read as a standalone

**The Care and Feeding of Pirates 2012-06-10**

a pirate s return from the grave honoria ardmore has a secret four years ago the notorious pirate christopher raine arrested for stealing a ship full of gold bound for napoleon makes one last request of honoria she grants it and christopher is taken out to be hanged or was he honoria couldn t possibly have seen him come back to life in the rather thick air of covent garden could she christopher is long dead and gone honoria s secret with him and now she s betrothed to a respectable english gentleman captain raine wants it all back his sentence having been commuted at the last minute christopher spent the last four years working for his freedom as he crisscrossed the world he s lost everything his ship his crew his very identity and now he s determined to retrieve it all ship friends the treasure he was forced to abandon most of all christopher wants honoria ardmore his wife and he ll stop at nothing to get her back join the crews of the starcross the argonaut and the majesty for more regency pirate fun and adventure

**The Pirate Next Door 2012-04**

england 1811 diana worthing is the wife of an english naval hero daughter of a naval heros thank you so when james ardmore southern gentleman pirate hunter and thorn in the side of the british navy abducts her from a tedious house party and spirits her off to his ship she lets him know what she thinks of heroes james interrogates her about the tiny island of haven her father owns where diana and her father and deaf daughter retreat to escape the world
knowing that captain ardmore is an enemy of the english but when ardmore pins her to the wall of his cabin and asks her to sail away with him sparks fly and the temptation is great but though diana is an unhappy married woman she has a daughter who needs her and she refuses james knows the island of haven holds the secret to the pirate he’s been hunting for years he can’t bend the beautiful lady worthying to his will though james is intrigued by this woman of unquenchable fire he lets her go learning nothing but he’s pleased to find himself stranded on haven the following year diana worthying now a widow and the sparks between them just as hot

The Pirate Hunter 2012-05-15
anna lawler never knows quite how to talk to kyle malory bull rider with warm green eyes she’s not like the beautiful women who throw themselves at kyle she’s a vet far more comfortable with animals than people but when he’s hurt in the ring anna starts to discover the real kyle behind the macho cowboy when kyle challenges her to a wager anna can’t resist taking the bet even if the price is a night out with him doing whatever he chooses book 6 of riding hard

Kyle 2019-05-09
scotland 1820 when zarabeth of nvengaria is in danger her cousin prince damien knows there’s no safer place he can send her than to his old friend egan macdonald and his castle in the remote scottish highlands egan has loved zarabeth since the day she kissed him in her father’s house five years ago his young friend having blossomed into a beautiful woman since then zarabeth has married but she recently discovered that her husband was a treacherous plotter ready to overthor her cousin damien and take over nvengaria she slips away at great risk to herself and informs damien who sends her to scotland in the company of a half logosh called valentin to protect her out of reach of her cruel and vengeful husband egan finds zarabeth a rigid shell of a woman he undertakes to strip away the layers she’s been forced to wear to expose the true spirited beautiful zarabeth he’d known at the same time zarabeth is determined to show egan how much she cares for him has always cared for him she also comes to life in the castle whose beams are likely to fall on her and which is supposedly under a curse where egan’s cousins sister nephews and neighbors swarm at will returning joy and laughter to zarabeth’s world egan’s nephew jamie is determined to marry egan off so jamie won’t have to inherit and recruits zarabeth to help him zarabeth falls in love with castle macdonald and its inhabitants and never wants to leave curse or no curse zarabeth grows interested in the curse and its history anything magical fascinates her she herself has a magical gift inherited from her nvengarian mother she can read thoughts which was how she learned of her husband’s treachery but there is one person she’s never been able to read egan macdonald the mad highlander the man she’d give her heart to and her entire life if he wished it

Highlander Ever After 2016-11-22
london 1820 miss meagan tavistock doesn’t believe the talisman her friend purchases from a so called witch is truly a love spell that is until the love spell backfires catching her in it with the handsome ruthless grand duke alexander ambassador to england from the far off kingdom of nvengaria the last thing alexander needs is to be swept into a wild love spelled frenzy with an innocent miss he has problems of his own memory losses strange and terrible dreams and a shape shifting logosh called myn following him around alexander is honorable enough to ensure meagan is not ruined by their love spell induced encounter he thinks to marry her conquer his seeming madness and carry on with his task of intimidating king george of england for the good of his beloved nvengaria what he doesn’t figure into the equation is meagan a very determined and lovely young woman who seeps into his every thought meagan is resolved to have a real marriage and a real family and to see that alexander does too she will ensure alexander will take up his duties as her husband and father to his nine year old son even if she has to resort to some very nvengarian intrigue to accomplish it alexander admires her resilience but the secret he harbors about himself and his past is sure to endanger her and his son two people he swears to protect and love even at the cost of his own happiness and quite probably his life welcome back to nvengaria a land of intense beauty and wild magic where shape shifters are real and fairy tales might just come true
The Mad Bad Duke 2016-10-18

from the new york times bestselling author of death below stairs a mystery of stolen antiquities has kat holloway setting aside her apron once again for the intrigues of the upper echelons of victorian london priceless artwork has gone missing from the home of a wealthy baronet and his wife stands to take the blame when kat s employer asks for help in clearing her friend s name kat trades her kitchen for the homes of mayfair s wealthiest families soon antiques are disappearing not only from the extravagant households of connoisseurs and collectors but from the illustrious british museum as the thefts increase in frequency kat calls upon her friend daniel mcadam who has already set himself up in a pawnshop on the strand as a seedy receiver of stolen goods when a man is murdered in the shop kat must use all of her wits to see that the thieves are caught and justice is done

Scandal Above Stairs 2018-07-03

together but unbound they must learn what it means to love completely in the latest novel from the new york times bestselling author of wild wolf to cement the leadership of his north carolina shiftertown bowman o donnell agreed to a mating of convenience two powerful wolf shifters he and kenzie keep the pack in order and are adored by all bowman would do anything to protect kenzie for in each other s arms they ve found far more than friendship but as strong as their attachment is they still haven t formed the elusive mate bond the almost magical joining of true mates now with a monster ravaging the countryside and threatening the shiftertown community some in the pack fear that a pair without a true mate bond isn t strong enough to lead bowman and kenzie will have to rely on their instinctive trust in one another to save their shifters and the ensuing battle will either destroy them or give them the chance to seize the love they ve always craved

Mate Bond 2015-04-07

primal desire sets the new york times bestselling shifters unbound series ablaze as two fierce shifters discover how enticing love can be with the thrill of the chase you can t outrun a hunter like angus murray the last thing black wolf shifter angus murray wants is to go chasing down some fugitive shifter woman for shifter bureau but when a bureau agent threatens angus s son angus will do anything it takes to track down the elusive shifter and protect his cub you outfox him for twenty years tasmin calloway has been on the run relying on her street smarts and easy charm to sweet talk her way out of trouble she knows she should put as much distance as possible between herself and the hot bodied angus but she also longs to let down her guard to experience a true connection with another person yet with tenuous trust comes a companionship she never expected and as the fragile link between them turns to something more tamsin will have to break all her own rules and believe angus will keep her secrets and her heart safe

Midnight Wolf 2018-04-24

to kiss a thief scottish barrister sinclair mcbride can face the most sinister criminals in london but the widower s two unruly children are a different matter little caitlin and andrew go through a governess a week sending the ladies fleeing in tears there is however one woman in town who can hold her own roberta bertie frasier enters sinclair s life by stealing his watch and then stealing a kiss intrigued by the handsome highlander bertie winds up saving his children from a dangerous situation and returning them to their father impressed with how they listen to her sinclair asks the lively beauty to be their governess never guessing that the unconventional lady will teach him a lesson or two in love

Rules for a Proper Governess 2014-10-07

new york times bestselling author jennifer ashley continues her shifters unbound series with the tale of a hot hunh of a bear shifter on the hunt for a mate cormac has been moving from one shiftertown to the next in search of a mate now he s in southern nevada where a beautiful unmated bear shifter greets him with a shotgun in her hands nell is a hot tempered mother of two cubs and she doesn t take kindly to new shifters showing up in town without her consent even one with a sexy smile and brilliant blue eyes but when her sons are endangered and she desperately needs help protecting them cormac proves he s worthy of her trust as well as her desire includes previews for jennifer ashley s upcoming wild wolf and rules for a proper governess praise for the shifters unbound
Perfect Mate 2014-05-20

trapped in her hotel by powerful magic half navajo stormwalker janet begay must find a way out in this novella from the author of wild wolf running a little hotel in the southwestern town of magellan janet is used to the occasional problem that requires a plumber or an electrician but what begins with a leaky faucet in room number 6 leads to a terrifying warning you are doomed soon a powerful hex traps janet in the hotel with her friends and her lover mick a biker with the power to shift into a dragon and the power to calm the raging storm magic inside her while the close quarters stir a passion between them they must focus their energy on the impending dangers from outside the hotel and the ones within double hexed previously appeared in hexed includes previews for jennifer ashley s upcoming wild wolf and rules for a proper governess praise for the stormwalker novels action packed dynamic characters magic and intrigue cheyenne mccray new york times bestselling author an electrifying read hot thrilling tremendous fun marjorie m liu new york times bestselling author the life and death tension and steamy sex scenes are nicely drawn and fans of both paranormal romance and urban fantasy will enjoy jennifer ashley s intoxicating blend of the two publishers weekly jennifer ashley aka allyson james is a new york times and usa today bestselling author and winner of a romance writers of america rita award and winner of a romance writers of america rita award she s penned more than forty five novels and a dozen or so novellas in historical romance paranormal romance and urban fantasy she now lives in the southwest with her husband and cats spends most of her time in the wonderful world of her stories and also enjoys hiking music and building dollhouses and dollhouse miniatures

Double Hexed 2014-05-20

from the author of lone wolf comes a paranormal romance about two lovers torn between ecstasy and savagery jace warden is sent to the shiftertown in austin to find a way to free all shifters from their collars but pulling off the collars can cause shifters to go mad or kill them outright in austin jace meets deni rowe a wolf shifter with troubles of her own she was deliberately run down in the road and while her body has healed she still has episodes of total memory loss during which she retreats into her pure animal self jace has never met anyone like deni courageous and beautiful she volunteers to help him test the collar removal and as deni and jace work together they feel the mate bond begin but can jace help deni believe she can heal enough to be anyone s true mate this sixteen chapter novella includes a preview of the upcoming shifters unbound novel wild wolf

Feral Heat 2014-03-18

in the latest shifters unbound novel a man has resigned himself to a life half lived but a beautiful courageous woman has him longing for something more graham mcneil knows that his pack is unruly but he s not sure he can take the next step toward shiftertown stability choosing a new mate after losing his mate and son long ago graham has worked hard to keep his heart in check and even if he was inclined to bind himself again his girlfriend misty is human a fact that won t sit well with graham s old fashioned wolves but graham is up against a new enemy one who could spell danger and death to all of shiftertown graham must now defend his leadership and save misty the woman he has grown to love before shiftertown is pulled into an all out war

Wild Wolf 2014-04-01